The Executive Guide to Intelligent Document Processing

How to Stop Manual Data Entry and OCR from
Stalling your Intelligent Automation Strategy


wwW.infrrd.ai

Intelligent Automation
Sputters Without Data
Data is the high-octane fuel that propels your Intelligent Automation.
When it’s not in a form your business systems can consume, it chokes off
your fuel supply. Efforts to increase process automation, improve
productivity, and gain new insights about your business will sputter and stall. 


The culprit is unstructured data buried in paper documents or crudely
embedded as pixels in images. This data must be extracted and refined
like oil from the ground. 
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Does This Look Familiar? 

Today you probably have a small army of employees doing this data entry manually
because you think you have no other choice. 


You might even be using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to augment those manual
efforts by automating some of the extraction.  


But even OCR has its limits. 
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The Leak in Your
Digital Fuel Line

Unfortunately, these methods are like a leak in
your digital fuel line. 


Manual data entry is slow, expensive, and it
doesn’t scale. OCR works well for some
documents, but it leaks efficiency when
documents get too varied or too complex. 



Manual
Correction

If you rely on these too much, you’re burning
resources that are holding you back, not
propelling your forward. 
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Fun Exercise:

Why are you letting them
steal your time? 


Schedule a useless meeting with a fellow
executive. See how long they will let you waste
their time before they grow irritable and throw
you out of their office. Now make a list of clever
ways to devalue your employees’ time.

What’s the root cause of this problem? Assumptions that are no longer
true, like these: 


Manual data entry is cost effective at any scale. NO!

My documents don’t have a predictable format, so  

automation won’t work. NO!

My documents are too complex for automation to understand. NO!

If my accuracy isn’t high enough, I just need a better OCR engine. NO!



Bonus Exercise:
Write down a list of what you could achieve with
a small army of employees if they weren’t stuck
doing manual data entry all day long.

If any of these sound familiar, it’s time to challenge those assumptions 

and consider a new category of solution: Intelligent Document
Processing.
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What is Intelligent

Document Processing
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insights from complex documents and images. It’s not
just a more intelligent version of OCR. IDP can do things
that OCR can’t, and that’s why it lets you challenge some
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Intelligent Document Processing (IDP) is a new,
AI-native approach to extracting data and gaining
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OCR

of those assumptions that were holding you back. 



IDP combines multiple AI technologies into a single

Predictive


high-octane solution:



 


Analytics

Computer Vision

OCR

Natural Language 

Predictive Analytics

Machine Learning


IDP

The secret is getting them all to work together just
right so you can automate data extraction from
even your most complex documents with accuracy
that rivals humans.
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Multiple Documents 


Is IDP right for you?
What does it look like when you’re trying to
use OCR but really need IDP? These are
some of the symptoms:




If you have multiple documents in one image or file, that can be a
challenge for OCR.

Many Document Types
If you have many different types of documents that you need to identify,
extract, and route to different places, IDP might be right for you.

Changing Templates

Traditional OCR depends on templates so it knows where to look for the
data you want to extract. If you spend a lot of time building, managing, and
updating templates, IDP might be right for you. 


Lots of Manual Correction


If you spend a lot of time doing rework and correcting OCR errors, IDP
might be right for you. Think about it. Correcting errors after 85% accuracy
is three times as expensive as correcting errors after 95% accuracy.  



Stuck in Neutral 



If you can correct errors but your system doesn’t learn from them, your
performance is stuck in neutral. IDP with machine learning might be right
for you. 


Didn’t even try OCR


If you thought your documents were too complex so you didn’t even
bother to try OCR, IDP might flat out surprise you.  
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Examples of IDP in Action
IDP can do a lot of things that OCR can’t, but it’s not for everyone. IDP leverages multiple AI
technologies, so it’s more powerful and adds more value to your business processes than OCR.
Of course it’s going to require a bigger investment that you might not be able to justify if your
document volume is low.  


While IDP can work in the cloud or on premise, it’s an enterprise solution that takes some serious
computing power. It’s not going to run on a laptop or a smartphone. 


But if you have the need, IDP can handle some really impressive challenges. It’s often a good
fit in any industry or business process that requires a large volume of documents or
images, like financial services, insurance, healthcare, manufacturing, and engineering
services. And if you’re in the business of processing documents for other enterprises, IDP could
be a game changer. 


Let’s take a look at a few document types and features where IDP shines. This is by no means a
complete list, but if you have documents that are similar to these examples you’ll get the idea of
what IDP can do for you. 
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01 Table Data Extraction 

Intelligent Document Processing

Computer Vision

Natural Language

Predictive Analytics

OCR

Machine Learning

Documents with tables can be a nightmare for OCR. If the table
is in exactly the right place on the page every time, OCR might
manage. But if something changes just a little or the table is
unexpected, OCR is toast.  


IDP can “step back” and analyze a document holistically so it
knows what it’s dealing with. It can use computer vision to
recognize a table, extract characters from the table using
OCR, then use natural language processing to correct for
character recognition errors and determine if the table
contains any fields holding data you want to extract. 


Smart, right? If you’re dealing with tables, this can have a huge
impact on your business processes. It can automate more and
reduce manual data entry, for sure. But it also buys you
processing speed that can help you meet SLAs, improve CX, or
improve decision making.  
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02 Annual Reports Data Extraction



Intelligent Document Processing

Computer Vision

Natural Language

Predictive Analytics

OCR

Machine Learning

Annual reports are packed full of information critical to analyzing the
performance of a company. What if you had to analyze thousands of them?
Whether it’s analyzing investment opportunities or monitoring
creditworthiness across a portfolio of loans, data from annual reports can be
mission critical and time sensitive. 



This is a great use case for IDP because annual reports have lots of
unstructured text, tables full of important data, and graphs to show trends or
compare results from different reporting periods.



IDP can use computer vision to identify and classify tables and graphs,
natural language processing to make sense of the text, and predictive
analytics to extract meaning from tables, graphs, and text. IDP can also
automate some of the interpretation of annual report data and surface
insights from large data sets comprising thousands of reports. 



Using IDP to automate extraction and analysis of annual reports can
dramatically accelerate critical business processes for financial institutions,
help you meet SLAs, improve Customer Experience, or improve decision
making.
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03 Electrical Panel Schedule Data Extraction



Intelligent Document Processing

Computer Vision

Got power?

Natural Language

Predictive Analytics

OCR

Machine Learning

If it weren’t for electrical panel schedules, you might not. Panel

schedules are design tools that help plan circuits in buildings, and to the
untrained eye they can look pretty complex. Now imagine you have hundreds of
these for a large building project and you need to quickly build a list of
necessary components and estimate the effort needed to install them.  



Yes, it’s shocking what IDP can automate.  



IDP can use computer vision to identify panel schedules buried in large
documents (like an RFP), extract the data using OCR, make sense of it with
natural language processing, and use predictive analytics to construct a list
of components based on the extraction. 



IDP can analyze complex engineering documents like panel schedules with
lightning speed.

This saves time on manual analysis and data entry, and also

frees up time for highly skilled workers to do more challenging work- like
crafting a strong RFP response so you can win more business. 
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Is IDP the right fit for your business?


If you have documents or use cases similar to the examples in this Guide AND you process at
least 5,000 pages a month, it’s certainly worth taking a closer look. 



Challenge assumptions.  

IDP has the power to put a stop to the lingering assumptions that stall your business. In this
guide you’ve learned a bit about how IDP is helping businesses like yours already. 



Stop making assumptions. Learn more about IDP.





Thank you for your time.


Infrrd automates data extraction from unstructured documents and images, using AI to help
enterprises transform their processes and automation initiatives.
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